ANAGRAM QUIZ 20

ANIL
Perth, Australia

I lied. These are not anagrams but trans-deletions or “Anagrams + 1”, pairings that are anagrams after subtracting one letter from the clue and then rearranging. The clues are also synonyms or strong cognates of the answers and are not etymologically related. Polyanagrams (double clues) subtract the same letter from both halves of the clue.

1. rise (3)
2. pitch (4)
3. loyal (4)
4. nates (4)
5. scout (4)
6. struts (5)
7. riffed (5)
8. patter (5)
9. stages (5)
10. lapses (5)
11. scatter (6)
12. prance (5)
13. prude (‘4’)
14. startled (7)
15. ringless (7)
16. solitaire (8)
17. prowess (6)
18. pastiche (7)
19. syringes (7)
20. scramble (7)
21. like (noun) (3)
22. version II (8)
23. hid secret (8)
24. tied a solo (8)
25. cited prior (9)
26. over-poked (8)
27. Man, I stay! (7)
28. taps, entered (10)
29. pictures open (11)
30. once-had’s end (6-4)
31. femto-precision (10|3)
32. I rerouted in bits. (2|12)
33. ‘see’–in scent, in sense, etc (9)
34. mastered, entered Mensa (7|2 or 5|4)
35. identifies own flow, files “I”-net find (4-10)
36. “Native Resort” (Native sorter + Native storer!) (11)